Don’t use arthroscopic debridement as a primary treatment in the management of osteoarthritis of the knee.
Several recent meta-analyses have culminated in clinical practice guidelines recommending against the use of arthroscopic debridement for the treatment of degenerative knee arthritis or degenerative and meniscal tears, as it appears there is no maintained benefit of arthroscopic surgery over conservative management (exercise therapy, injections, and drugs). However, this does not preclude the judicious use of arthroscopic surgery when indicated to manage symptomatic co-existing pathology in the presence of osteoarthritis or degeneration.

Don’t order a knee MRI when weight-bearing x-rays demonstrate osteoarthritis and symptoms are suggestive of osteoarthritis as the MRI rarely adds useful information to guide diagnosis or treatment.
The diagnosis of knee osteoarthritis can be effectively made based upon the patient’s history, physical examination, and plain radiography consisting of weight-bearing posterior-anterior, lateral and skyline views. Ordering MRI scans incurs further waiting times for patients, can cause unnecessary anxiety while waiting

Don’t order a hip MRI when x-rays demonstrate osteoarthritis and symptoms are suggestive of osteoarthritis as the MRI rarely adds useful information to guide diagnosis or treatment.
The diagnosis of hip osteoarthritis can be effectively made based upon the patient’s history, physical examination and plain radiography. Ordering MRI scans incurs further waiting times for patients, can cause unnecessary anxiety while waiting for specialist consultation, and can delay MRI imaging for appropriate patients.

Don’t prescribe opioids for management of osteoarthritis before optimizing the use of non-opioid approaches to pain management.
The use of opioids in chronic non-cancer pain is associated with significant risks. Optimization of non-opioid pharmacotherapy and non-pharmacologic therapy is strongly recommended. Treatment with opioids is not superior to treatment with non-opioid medications in improving pain-related function over 12 months in patients with moderate to severe hip, knee or back pain due to osteoarthritis.

Don’t routinely request pathological examination of tissue from uncomplicated primary hip and knee replacement surgery undertaken for degenerative arthritis.
Several large reviews including thousands of patients have demonstrated that routine pathological examination of operative specimens from uncomplicated primary hip and knee arthroplasty surgeries does not alter patient management or outcome.

Avoid performing routine post-operative deep vein thrombosis ultrasonography screening in patients who undergo elective hip or knee arthroplasty.
Since ultrasound is not effective at diagnosing unsuspected deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and appropriate alternative screening tests do not exist, if there is no change in the patient’s clinical status, routine post-operative screening for DVT after hip or knee arthroplasty does not change outcomes or clinical management.

Don’t use needle lavage to treat patients with symptomatic osteoarthritis of the knee for long-term relief.
The use of needle lavage in patients with symptomatic osteoarthritis of the knee does not lead to measurable improvements in pain, function, 50-foot walking time, stiffness, tenderness or swelling.
Don't use glucosamine and chondroitin to treat patients with symptomatic osteoarthritis of the knee.

Both glucosamine and chondroitin sulfate do not provide relief for patients with symptomatic osteoarthritis of the knee.

Don't use lateral wedge insoles to treat patients with symptomatic medial compartment osteoarthritis of the knee.

In patients with symptomatic osteoarthritis of the knee, the use of lateral wedge or neutral insoles does not improve pain or functional outcomes. Comparisons between lateral and neutral heel wedges were investigated, as were comparisons between lateral wedged insoles and lateral wedged insoles with subtalar strapping. The systematic review concludes that there is only limited evidence for the effectiveness of lateral heel wedges and related orthoses. In addition, the possibility exists that those who do not use them may experience fewer symptoms from osteoarthritis of the knee.

Don't use post-operative splinting of the wrist after carpal tunnel release for long-term relief.

Routine post-operative splinting of the wrist after the carpal tunnel release procedure showed no benefit in grip or lateral pinch strength or bowstringing. In addition, the research showed no effect in complication rates, subjective outcomes or patient satisfaction. Clinicians may wish to provide protection for the wrist in a working environment or for temporary protection. However, objective criteria for their appropriate use do not exist. Clinicians should be aware of the detrimental effects including adhesion formation, stiffness and prevention of nerve and tendon movement.

Do not order ultrasound for ankle sprains or Achilles tendon ruptures that should be diagnosed with a focused history and physical examination.

Ankle sprains and Achilles tendon ruptures are diagnosed by a history and physical examination. Further imaging is not necessary when a classic clinical picture is present and do not change management for these injuries. These injuries can often be treated nonoperatively if diagnosed early and further imaging may lead to delayed treatment. In particular for Achilles tendon ruptures, walking on the injury during the wait for further imaging can result in higher risk surgery with less predictable outcomes.

Do not order routine pathology for uncomplicated interdigital neuroma resection excisions.

When neuroma resection is performed by an experienced surgeon and the anatomical appearance of the specimen is not unexpected, pathological examination is not necessary and does not change management. If the surgical findings are atypical, pathological examination may be useful and performed.

Don't order non-weight bearing x-rays when a patient is seeking care for foot and ankle.

When patients are seeking care related to their foot and ankle, weight bearing radiographs should be ordered. Non-weight bearing x-rays underestimate the pathology (arthritis or deformity) and lead to further potentially unnecessary testing and increased unnecessary costs.

Don't use cementless stem fixation when performing arthroplasty for fractured neck of femur in elderly patients.

Compared to cemented fixation, cementless fixation results in increased revision risk, increased risk of periprosthetic fracture and no reduction in mortality risk. There have been many studies on the outcomes of patients with femoral neck fractures. These studies and subsequent meta-analysis in conjunction with international registry data has led to multiple guidelines recommending the use of cemented stems when performing arthroplasty. The use of cemented stems results in a lower risk of revision, lower risk of periprosthetic fracture, and no benefit in mortality risk. These findings are similar to Canadian data demonstrating an increased revision risk with cementless fixation that is independent of individual surgeon volume, and increased mortality with cementless fixation.

Don't order x-rays or other advanced imaging for symptoms of non-traumatic shoulder pain.

Routine imaging is not recommended for patients with non-traumatic shoulder pain. If movement is significantly restricted, symptoms are not improving or if suspecting traumatic pathology, then x-ray is encouraged as the initial investigation. A three-view x-ray series (AP, lateral and axillary views) is recommended. Ultrasound and MRI are not recommended for those with shoulder pain unless malignancy is suspected.

Don't use corticosteroids (CSI), platelet-rich plasma (PRP), and autologous blood (AB) as first-line treatment for lateral epicondylitis.

The CSES recently completed a Systematic Review and Position Statement on lateral epicondylitis. There is ongoing controversy regarding the non-operative treatment of lateral epicondylitis. All English-language randomized trials comparing non-operative treatment of patient > 18 years of age with lateral epicondylitis were included. The available evidence does not support the use of non-operative treatment options including corticosteroids, PRP, or AB in the treatment of lateral epicondylitis.
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